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Development and Field Testing of a 
New Locator for Buried Plastic and 
Metal Utility Lines 
Arthur C. Eberle, Columbia Gas System Service Corporation, Columbus, Ohio 
Jonathan D. Young, Electroscience Laboratory, Ohio State University, Columbus 

The research and development program for a new instrument to directly 
locate buried plastic and metal utility lines is described. Downward
looking radar was used as the location method. The operating instruc
tions for the pipe locator are summarized, and the laboratory and field 
test results are discussed. The development has proceeded from 
computer-processed laboratory measurements to a completely self
contained, battery-powered, portable instrument that will soon be pro
duced commercially. 

Third-party damage is a major problem for utility com
panies and contractors and, with the increase in en
vironmental regulations that require utility services to be 
buried, there has been an increase in the number of 
third-party damage incidents. A recent survey of third
party damage showed that lack of accurate knowledge 
of the locations of buried facilities is the main cause of 
dig ins. 

Plastic pipe is widely used by gas and water utilities, 
primarily because of its ease of installation and freedom 
from corrosion. It cannot, however, be directlylocated 
with a conventional metal-pipe locator. Nonmetallic 
water lines are often buried without a tracer, but plastic 
gas lines usually have a metallic wire or foil tracer, 
which can be located with a metal detector, buried over 
the pipe. Various procedures are used to bury, find, 
and follow such tracers, but none are completely suc
cessful. In some cases, the contractor fails to install 
the tracer during construction, and in others, another 
contractor working in the same area removes the tracer 
and does not replace it. 

In addition to the problem of their inability to locate 
plastic pipe, the present metal-pipe locators are of 
limited value in some situations. They do not ac
curately determine pipe depth and are often confused 
by nearby metallic objects such as parked cars. 

Because of the number of accidents caused by ex
cavation equipment, many local, state, and federal 
agencies are considering legislation that would severely 
limit the use of plastic pipe and require hand digging 
near known pipelines. In Europe, several countries 
already forbid the use of automated excavation equip
ment such as trenchers because of the danger of third
party damage. 

Thus, an instrument that accurately locates buried 
plastic pipelines is urgently needed. Such a device 
should locate the pipeline directly and not depend on a 
metallic tracer for its operation. 

RESEARCH PROGRAM 

This paper reports the results of a research effort to 
develop a portable, easily operated locator for buried 
utilities. The goal of the program was to develop a 
self-contained battery-powered instrument that could 
be used by a semiskilled operator. 

Several pipe-sensing methods were investigated. 
Sonic methods were rejected because of the difficulty 
of coupling sound into the ground. Magnetic and gravi-

metric methods were rejected because they are insensi
tive and too easily confused by other buried objects. 
Downward-looking or underground radar, which has been 
investigated for the U.S. Army for locating buried ob
jects, appeared to be the most promising method. The 
successful development of the plastic-pipe locator re
quired expertise in three areas-downward-looking radar, 
antenna design, and computer signal processing. 

Downward-looking radar is similar to conventional 
radar in that both emit bursts of electromagnetic energy 
and listen for echoes reflected from objects in the signal 
path. The most important difference between the two is that 
the downward-looking radar signals are transmitted into 
the ground, rather than into the atmosphere. Since the 
earth is nearly opaque to conventional radar signals, 
special broadband impulses are used to penetrate the 
ground. A special antenna, moi-e properly a transducer, 
is i·equired to couple the impulses into the ground. For 
shallow-probing applications, there are many under
ground objects that can produce echoes, and the echoes 
are received very soon after transmission of the inter
rogating signal. The total time from transmission of the 
pulse to receipt of the echo is less than 100 ns, and im
pulses of 1 ns or less (compared to normal radar signals 
of 1 µs or longer) must be used. For this type of in
terrogating signal, echoes of different objects have dif
ferent shapes. Figure 1 shows the basic underground 
radar system. 

At the beginning of the research program in 1971, a 
complete plastic-pipe distribution system was built 
(Figure 2). This test system is identical to a current 
commercial installation, except that no tracer wire or 
foil was installed over the pipes. Several metal-pipe 
test targets were also installed at known depths, and 
the original soil was used to fill the trenches. 

The initial work was the development and testing of 
an antenna that could see buried pipelines. To locate a 
buried object, some characteristic of the object that is 
different from its surroundings must be sensed. With 
metallic objects, magnetic properties are usually sensed 
because soil is nonmagnetic. But plastic pipe is non
magnetic itself, and some other characteristic of the pipe 
must be sensed. For radar sensing, this characteristic 
can be conductivity, permittivity, or permeability. 
Then as the radar impulse passes through the earth, 
there will be a change (as when the impulse hits the pipe 
wall) that causes part of the impulse to be reflected. 
This method is equally easy for metal and plastic pipes. 

A unique antenna was developed to discriminate between 
pipe and other buried objects. This antenna is much 
more sensitive to longitudinal objects than to objects 
having other shapes, which greatly simplifies signal 
processing. Some typical waveforms for this antenna 
are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Figure 3 shows a 
time-domain echo waveform with several important 
features circled. The first feature, which is always 
seen, is a portion of the transmitted pulse energy. This 
feature is used to locate the time reference (ze1·0-depth 
point). The next feature seen is a random variation 
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that is due to the ground roughness. Finally, the pipe 
echo is seen, after a time delay that is proportional to 
the pipe depth. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of moving the locator from 
a spot directly above the pipe. Figure 5 shows the 
effect of rotating the locator when it is directly above 
the pipe. (In both figures, the c ire led portion of the 
waveform contains the pipe echo.) With this antenna 
and data-processing technology, the time-domain echo 
waveform provides information on the presence of a 
buried pipe, its location, its depth, and its direction. 

To an experienced observer, the shape and polarity 
of the echo also provide infurmatlun about the identity 

Figure 1. Basic underground-radar system. 
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Figure 2. Experimental pipe system. 

Figure 3. Typical plastic-pipe echo. 
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of the target. The waveforms in Figure 6 show that the 
echoes of metal and plastic pipes have approximately the 
same shapes, but opposite polarities. Figure 7 shows 
the echo of a horizontal 0.3-m (1-ft)-square copper 
plate buried 0 .1 m (4 in) below the earth surface. The 
double bump feature that characterizes this kind of 
target is circled. The separation of the two peaks is 
proportional to the size of the plate. The additional 
bumps in the echo clearly distinguish it from that of a 
buried pipe. 

The remaining tasks in the research program were 
(a) to develop a reasonably priced, portable system 
that will give this information to the operator ae clearly 
and simply as possible and (b) to verify the operation of 
the system under the wide range of soil types, ground
moisture conditions, and other environmental factors 
that occur in the real world. 

The next phase of development of the plastic-pipe 
locator involved measurements on the test system in 
which the data were recorded and computer pror.essed 
in the laboratory. This system allowed measurements 
under controlled conditions and, during it, the antenna 
design was optimized. 

Figure 4. Change in echo as antenna is moved away from target. 
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Figure 5. Change in echo as antenna is rotated over target. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of plastic and 
metal-pipe echoes. 

Figure 7. Echo from buried copper plate. 
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SEPARATION OF THE TWO PEAKS 
IS PROPORTIONAL TO TARGET SIZE 

After this the development of the pipe locator in
cluded field measurements over buried plastic and 
metal pipes in the central Ohio area. These data 
were recorded on magnetic tape for later computer 
processing. The computer stored all of the test data 
so that various processing methods, including averag
ing, filtering, and Fourier transforms, could be tried. 

The results of the field measurements showed that 
both plastic and metal pipes could be located at depths 
of up to 3 m (10 ft) with an accuracy in depth of better 
than ±0.3 m (±1 ft). The direction could be deter
mined to within ±15°. Taps (tees) could be located to 
within ±0.3 m (±1 ft). The actual horizontal location 
of the pipe could be determined to within ±0.3 m (±1 
ft), depending on its depth. These results exceeded 
the initial requirements for a plastic -pipe locator. 

EXPERIMENTAL PIPE 
LOCATOR 

After suitable antenna and processing systems had been 
developed, an ac-line-powered, portable pipe locator 
was constructed. This instrument weighed more than 
45 kg (100 lb) and included a visual display of pipeline
echo waveforms for direct interpretation of the data. 
Trailing an umbilical cord to a cart of power supplies, 
this self-contained instrument demonstrated that it is 
possible to locate pipelines without computerized data 
processing. 

Because the ultimate goal of the program was the 
development of a completely portable, battery-powered 
instrument, the next object was the construction of a 
lightweight, plastic-pipe locator. The availability of 
a commercial, time-domain reflectometer weighing 
3 .6 kg (8 lb) (including its rechargeable batteries) greatly 
simplified construction of the receiver portion of the 
locator. The complete pipe locator, shown in Figure 8, 
weighs 18 kg (40 lb). 

Extensive testing of this instrument showed that it 
could locate both metal and plastic gas lines accurately. 
Its accuracy in determining location was verified by 
digging or by visual clues such as the locations of curb 
stops and service i·isers. Its acclU'acy in dete1·mining 
depth was verified by measul'ing the depth to the shut-off 
valve at the curb box. Experience with servicemen 
showed that a person having ordinary skills could be 
trained to operate the pipe locator in a few hours. 

The data display is an interesting feature of the 
plastic-pipe locator. Most conventional pipe locators 
use an audio tone to indicate the presence of a pipe. 
However, the plastic-pipe locator gives more informa
tion about the pipe (such as its depth and whether it is 
plastic or metal), and a visual display was more ap
prop1·iate. A cathode-ray-tube display was first con
sidered, but was rejected because these are fragile and 
have high power consumptions and limited brightness. 
Also, the signal processing in the pipe locator is digital, 
and this would have required conversion to analog form 
for the cathode-ray tube. Instead, a matrix of light
emitting diodes 10 rows high by 16 columns wide was 
used in the prototype instrument. 

PRODUCTION PIPE LOCATOR 

The ultimate success of the plastic -pipe locator depends 
on its wide use by contractors and utilities. With this 
goal in mind, a commercial firm has been licensed to 
manufacture and market the instrument. Two prototype 
production locators are currently being field tested. 
The commercial instrument is shown in Figure 9. 

The original experimental locator was of one-piece 
construction. Although it worked well, it was difficult 
to transport and store. The production instrument is of 
three-piece construction and is much easier to use. The 
parts of the instrument are the console, which has the 
controls and display, the battery power supply, and the 
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antenna probe which weighs only a few kilograms . It 
has weatherproof connectors so that the parts can be 
quickly separated for storage. The antenna is water
tight and can be put in puddles without damage . Figure 
10 shows the control panel and hooded display, which 
is b1•ight enough to be viewed in direct sunlight. A 
power cord for operation from a 12-V automobile elec
trical system is provided, and the rechargeable battery 
can be changed in the field . The performance charac-

Figure 8. Experimental pipe locator. 

Figure 9. Prototype of production-model pipe locator. 

teristics of the instrument are summarized below (1 mm= 
0.39 in; 1 m = 3.3 ft; 1 kg = 2.2 lb). 

Performance 
Characteristics 

Depth capability 
Accuracy 

Mechanical 
specifications 

Power supply 

Data diioplay 

Description 

50-mm diameter plastic or metal pipe to 3 m deep 
Within 0.15 m of depth and position with digital 

readout of pipe depth; ability to distinguish closely 
spaced pipes to within 0.3 m 

Three instrument parts; 22 kg Lota! weight; watertight 
antenna housing; weatherproof instrument housing 

Self-contained rechargeable battery or 12-V auto
mobile electrical system 

Monnlithir. g;is rlisr.harge, 11 rows high by 32 columns 
long, approximately 50 mm high by 100 mm long, 
viewable in direct sunlight 

The production pipe locator is of solid-state con
struction for reliability and reduced maintenance. Other 
than recharging its battery, no periodic maintenance is 
i·equired. It is designed to operate in all weather condi
tions and is unaffected by extremes in tempe1•ature. 

In the p1·oduction instrument, the display matrix is 11 
rows high by 32 columns long . The eleventh row is used 
as a cursor to aid in determining pipe depth . Instead of 
light-emitting diodes, a glow-disc huge (neon)1 monolithic 
matrix is used. It is much brighter and easie1· to read 
than the original display. 

USING THE PLASTIC-PIPE LOCATOR 

The operation of the plastic-pipe locator is quite simple, 
but some training of the operator is required. This 
training involves learning to recognize typical pipe echoes 
and the procedure for determining pipe type and direction. 

Figure 10. Control panel of pipe locator. 

Figure 11. Display showing (a) no target, (b) target, (c) target reversal, 
and (d) pipe depth. 
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The operation of the instrument is best learned at a 
location where there ai-e known buried pipes. 

The operator first places the antenna on the ground 
at a place where there aJ.'e no bu1·iecl pipelines to es
tablish a background or clutter level. (Clutter is de
fined as a signal from anything but a pipe.) The clutter 
level is less than the return echo from a pipe but varies 
with soil type, amount of buried rock, and ground cover . 
Wlien the antenna is not above a pipe, the ope1·ator sees 
a single row of lights across the display as shown in 
Figure lla. If the clutter is high, the row may have a 
slight ripple. The top partial row of lights is the cursor. 

To find a pipe, the antenna is placed on the ground 
and the display read. The locator is then moved in 0.3 
or 0.6-m (1 or 2- ft) steps until the pipe is found. As 
the pipe is approached, the line of light becomes a 
sinusoidal curve, w11ose maximum amplitude occurs 
when the antenna is directly above the pipeline (Figure 
llb). To find the direction of the pipe, the antenna is rotated 
to again find the point of maximum amplitude. This 
establishes the pipe as being in one of two orthogonal 
directions, and moving the antenna in either direction 
establishes the actual direction of the pipe. 

Once a pipe is located, it may be followed. If the 
pipeline has a tee, a null (straight line) is seen over the 
tee location. If the line changes from plastic to metal 
or vice versa, the phase of the waveform on the display 
reverses . This can be seen by comparing Figures llb 
and llc. 

The plastic-pipe locator has several display modes. 
An average mode is provided for use where clutter is 
high. Averaging greatly reduces the effect of clutter 
while retaining location accuracy, but slightly reduces 
locating speed. 

A compare mode is provided so that it is possible to 
store an echo waveform, move the antenna, and then 
display the stored and the new waveforms alternately. 
A characteristic of pipe echoes is that, if the antenna is 
rotated through 90°, the phase of the echo reverses . 
This feature is useful in distinguishing between clutter 
and pipe echoes because clutter does not reverse phase. 

A useful feature of the production pipe locator is a 
cw·so1· that is controlled from the operator's panel. As 
the control is turned, the eleventh row of the display 
lights up in one-column increments. When the end of the 
lighted row matches the cente1· of the echo, and a button 
is pushed, the display will digitally show pipe depth. 
This is shown in Figure 1 ld. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The progum for testing the plastic-pipe locator had two 
goals-to test the lnstrltment in a wide range of field 
conditions and to obtain the im.pressions of service 
persons who will use the instrument. The initial test 
program concentrated on locating pipelines where the 
exact pipe location was known or where later excavation 
could verify it. 

A severe test of the instrument took place at a 
chemical p1ant whe1·e the r1ght-of-way for a buried 
electrical cable was surveyed. The plant is ve1·y old 
and the locations of most pipelines, including some 
untraced plastic ones, were in doubt. The consequence 
of cutting into some of these pipelines would bave been 
to shut the plant down, and some of the lines carried acid. 
In a total sw·vey time of 9 h, 600 m (2000 ft) of right-of
way were traced, and 69 pipeline crossings were fow1d. 
Some were documented from existing dl·awings and the 
others were fow1d by later excavation. 

The environmental conditions encountered in this 
test were severe. The weather was usually below freez
ing. At times, the antenna was put down in a puddle of 
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water. The ground cover included crushed limestone 
dirt, asphalt paving, um·einforced concrete, and slag. 
Much of the area was near power lines, railroad tracks, 
steel tanks, and piping. In one location, the antenna 
was placed bet.ween the rails of a railroad track and a 
pipeline was located below. Most of the pipelines found 
were metal, but it would have been impossible to use a 
conventional metal-pipe locator successfully because of 
interfering metal objects. 

A wide range of soil types and conditions were used 
in testing the pipe locator. Plastic and metal pipes were 
successfully located in clay, loam, sand, and fill with 
large rocks and deb1·is, and through asphalt and unrein
forced conc1·ete. Moisture content has little effect on 
the operation of the pipe locator, and pipes have been 
found under several inches of snow and tlu·ough frozen 
ground . 

The plastic -pipe locator is fai· s uperior to existing 
metal-pipe locators in finding metal pipelines and con
duits. Metal-pipe locators ai·e subject to interference 
by above-ground metal objects, such as fences and auto
mobiles, and some units will not 01Jerate ln the vicinity 
of overhead powe1· lines. The plastic-pipe locator is 
completely unaffected by above-ground objects. The 
ability of the instrutnent to individually locate pipelines 
spaced as closely as 0.3 m (l ft) from each other is very 
valuable whe1·e multiple utilities must be traced. 

In actual field tests, the plastic-pipe locator accu1·ately 
located plastic and metal pipelines more than 3 m (10 ft} 
deep . It can determine depth and location to within 
0.3 m (1 ft) and direction to within 15°. The locator can 
determine whether the pipeline is plastic or metal. 
Pipes as small as 25 mm (1 in) in diameter have been 
located, and plastic pipes 50 mm (2 in) in diameter and 
3 m (10 ft) deep have been located. 

The pipe locator has been shown to service persons 
who will use the production instrument. Their com
ments have been favorable: Their usual question is, 
When can I have one? 

Field testing is continuing, and production is scheduled 
to begin by the end of 1977. 

The use of the plastic -pipe locator is not limited to the 
location of pipelines. The instrument has been successful 
in locating buried power, telephone, and data cables, 
and also sewer lines. It can be used in agriculture to 
locate and trace field drain tile. In buildings with un
reinforced concrete floors, it can be used to locate 
electrical conduits and water and sewer lines embedded 
in the floor. Although it cannot be used to locate objects 
through reinforced concrete, it can be used to detect the 
reinforcing rods. 

Thus, downward-looking radar offers a solution to 
the problem of locating buried utilities, regardless of 
their composition. The unit sees plastic pipe, clay 
d1-ain tile, and concrete storm sewers as well as metal 
pipes, cables, and conduits. It provides more informa
tion and is more reliable than previous detectors, even 
on metal pipes. 

OTHER APPLICATIONS 

This system should also be evaluated in a larger context. 
It is one example of the capability of underground radar 
for sensing buried man-made objects and natw·al fea
tUl·es . Other research l1as already established that 
underground rada1· can define geological features to 
depths on the order of 30 m (100 ft), can find the water 
table, and is valuable in archaeological research. A 
theoretical study has predicted that sensing to great 
depths is feasible. Another study is concerned with the 
location of objects a short distance al1ead of digging ap
paratuses. With continued research and development, 
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more applications of underground radar will be found, 
thus providing inexpensive, practical information about 
"what's down there" to a large group of scientists, 

engineers, and industrial users. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Utilities. 

Design Procedure for Uncased 
Natural-Gas Pipeline Crossings of 
Roads and Highways 
R. N. Pierce and Osborne Lucas, Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation 
Pliny Rogers, Consolidated Gas Supply Corporation 
C. L. Rankin, Equitable Gas Company 

A method for designing uncased natural -gas pipeline crossings of roads 
and highways is presented. The procedures used are not new, but are 
adaptations of techniques that have been thoroughly tested and validated. 
The method Involves a combined calculation of the internal hoop stress 
in the pipe that results from the operating pressure of the pipeline and 
the external stresses that result from dead load, live load, and impact load· 
ing. The internal stress is calculated by the Barlow formula, and the ex· 
ternal stresses are calculated by t he Spangler formula, which incorporates 
the Marston theory for tho calculation of dead load and the Boussinesq 
point-load theory for live load. A brief resume of the history of the use 
of cased pipeline at highway crossings is given to explain ·the reasons for 
using it in the past. Advances in the technology of steel making, pipe 
manu'facture. pipeline construction, nondestructive inspection, pressure 
testing, cathodic protection, and maintenance inspection are listed to 
support the increased use of uncased pipeline. The improved cathodic 
protection of the carrier pipe that is available in uncased crossings is 
given as the primary justification for their use. 

This paper presents a method for the design of uncased, 
natural-gas pipeline crossings of roads alld highways . 
The des ign criteria used are equal to or exceed the spec
ifications of the federal pipeline-safety standards (.!!_). 

BACKGROUND 

History of Cased Pipeline at Highway 
Crossings 

The practice of encasing pipeline c1·ossings of highways 
dates back to the beginning of na.tural-gas pipeline con
struction and was undoubtedly used with other types of 
pipelines earlie1· . Early pipelines we1·e constructed of 
cast iron or 1ow-!)trengih steel, and their sections were 
joined by screwed conneclions, mechanical couplings, 
or bell and spigot joints. The pipe was not coated or 
cathodically protected to prevent corrosion and, as a 
i·esult of joint failure and conosion, leaks that required 
repair or replacement of pipe sections developed (3, 4). 
The use of casings at road crossings provided a reTa:
tlvely simple and economical way to repair and replace 
pipes under roads without affecting the surface use of 
the roads. 

Although welding has become a common method of 
joining pipe sections and coatings have been developed 
to protect the pipe from exposure to the factors that 
cause corrosion, the use of casings at highway cross
ings has continued for several reasons. Among these 
are the lack of integrity of the circumferential welds 
pxoduced by using the oxyacetylene or ba1·e-electrode, 

manual-arc processes, lack of sophisticated welding in
spection techniques, and inadequate cathodic protection 
techniques. 

Justification for Uncased Pipeline at 
Highway Crossings 

Over the past 20 years progress in all areas of pipeline 
technology has resulted in a pipeline network that has one of 
t he best safety records of any form of transpo1·tation. Tech
nological progress that has affected pipeline safety includes 

1. The development of high-strength steels with im
proved ductility and notch toughness; 

2. Improved processes for manufacturing steel plate 
for pipe, which results in fewer internal flaws in the pipe 
wall; 

3. Advanced welding techniques for making the lon
gitudinal seam in pipe joints; 

4. Modern inspection techniques, including ultra
sonic and radiographic p1·ocedures, for quality control 
of pipe in the manufacturing process; 

5. Standal'dized shipping p1·ocedures that reduce 
shipping-related damage; 

6. New coating materials and application techniques 
that result in better boncti ng and improved protection of 
the pipe surface from corrosive environments ; 

7. Improved welding techniques and materials for 
joining pipe; 

8. The use of radiographic techniques for on-site 
inspection of pipe welling during construction; 

9. strength testing of pipeline segments following 
construction to at least 90 percent of yield; 

10. lnstallation of cathodic protection systems that 
virtually eliminate pipe corrosion and the resulting leak
age; and 

11. Detailed inspection and monitoring procedures 
for the operation of pipelines. 

Because of these and many other improvements in 
pipeline design, construction, and testing and operating 
p1·ocedures, the requirement for encasing pipeline cross 
ings or highways is today greatly reduced. Most author
ities on pipeline operations now recognize that encasing 
pipelines severely reduces the cathodic protection of the 
encased carrier pipe. Thus, encasing, which was once 
a simple and economical means for maintalnl.ng, repair
ing, and replacing pipeline sections under roadways, is 




